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Penguin Books Ltd (UK) Aug 2019, 2019. Buch. Condition: Neu. Neuware - LONGLISTED FOR THE BOOKER PRIZE 2019 Electrifying and audacious, an
unmissable new novel about old and new Europe, old and new love, from the twice-Man Booker-shortlisted author of Hot Milk and Swimming Home
'The man who had nearly run me over had touched my hair, as if he were touching a statue or something without a heartbeat.' In 1988 Saul Adler (a
narcissistic, young historian) is hit by a car on the Abbey Road. He is apparently fine; he gets up and goes to see his art student girlfriend, Jennifer
Moreau. They have sex then break up, but not before she has photographed Saul crossing the same Abbey Road. Saul leaves to study in communist
East Berlin, two months before the Wall comes down. There he will encounter - significantly - both his assigned translator and his translator's sister,
who swears she has seen a jaguar prowling the city. He will fall in love and brood upon his di icult, authoritarian father. And he will befriend a
hippy, Rainer, who may or may not be a Stasi agent, but will certainly return to haunt him in middle age. Slipping slyly between time zones and
leaving a spiralling trail, Deborah Levy's electrifying The Man Who Saw Everything examines what we see and what we fail to see, the grave crime of
carelessness, the weight of history and our ruinous attempts to shrug it o . 'Levy writes on the high wire, unfalteringly' Marina Warner 199 pp.
Englisch.
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Brown Book Group Little Okt 2018, 2018. Buch. Condition: Neu. Neuware - Fi een years ago, in Mitch Albom's beloved novel, The Five
People You Meet in Heaven, the world fell in love with Eddie, a...
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The Contemporary Internet
Peter Gmbh Lang Mrz 2011, 2011. Buch. Condition: Neu. Neuware - The contemporary internet focuses on user experiences of more
recent developments on the internet, specifically with the spread of broadband, the audio-visual applications it...
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My Mother's Shadow: The gripping novel about a mother's shocking secret that changed everything (Paperback)
Headline Publishing Group, United Kingdom, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English. Brand new Book. Addie thinks she
knows everything about her mother. But when a stranger appears claiming to be her sister, she realises that...
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Dude! She's Got a Dick: She-Male Erotica (Paperback)
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English. Brand new Book.
In "Dude! She's Got A Dick," she-male erotica writer Blake Worthington combines thirteen stories from his previous collections
"Tinseltown Tranny,"...
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Writing with Hemingway: A Writer's Exercise Book (Paperback)
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English. Brand new Book. A
work of creativity such as an artist's song, a dance, a musical instrument, a paint brush, produce a vision...
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